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We measure the spatial and temporal behavior of the true contact area A along a rough spatially
extended interface between two blocks in frictional contact. Upon the application of shear the onset of
motion is preceded by a discrete sequence of cracklike precursors, which are initiated at shear levels that
are well below the threshold for static friction. These precursors arrest well before traversing the entire
interface. They systematically increase in length with the applied shear force and significantly redistribute
the true contact area along the interface. Thus, when frictional sliding occurs, the initially uniform contact
area along the interface has already evolved to one that is highly nonuniform in space.
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Frictional motion is often conceptually viewed as two
rigid bodies sliding on one another. Motion along the
interface is traditionally not expected for applied shear
forces, FS < S FN , where S is the static friction coefficient and FN the normal force applied. In dry friction, these
two bodies are separated by a rough interface, composed of
myriad interconnecting microscopic contacts (microcontacts) that bear the entire applied macroscopic load. The
true area (sometimes referred to as ‘‘fractional contact
area’’) Ax; y; t, formed by these contacts, is a key quantity
[1,2] as it determines the local resistance to shear at each
spatial (x; y) location. For sliding to initiate, these contacts
must be fractured. The details of this fracture process are
generally not considered in friction, since fracture occurs at
speeds approaching material sound speeds, whereas time
scales in frictional motion are assumed to be governed by
sliding velocities that are orders of magnitude slower.
Recent studies, however, have shown that fracturelike
[3–5] processes may play a key role at the onset of sliding.
In fact, the predictability of material failure under shear
[6,7] may well be linked to such rapid precursor events.
The spatial distribution of microcontacts along an interface is often considered to be statistically uniform [2,8],
but this assumption is not necessarily warranted in interfaces of large spatial extent. While there is an ongoing
debate on how contact area nonuniformity arises, nonuniform microcontact distributions are directly relevant to
frictional failure processes including earthquake nucleation and arrest [7,9–13] as well as stick slip in frictional
sliding [14].
By measuring the detailed spatial and temporal behavior
of A, we show that contact area nonuniformity may arise
dynamically via a series of rapid cracklike precursors that
propagate partially through the interface. These precursors
occur at imposed shears that are well below S FN and
generate large and systematic nonuniformities of A that
precondition the interface well prior to the sliding threshold. The last precursor triggers the transition to sliding by
generating a slow front [3] that propagates across the
interface.
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We performed real-time measurements of the evolution
of Ax; y; t while applying a fixed normal force FN and
slowly increasing FS . The interface described by Ax; y; t
separates two PMMA (polymethyl-methacrylate) blocks
whose contact surfaces were first polished to optical
flatness and then lapped to a 1 m rms surface roughness.
The lower block (‘‘base’’) had (x; y; z) dimensions of
300; 30; 27 mm with upper blocks (‘‘sliders’’) of sizes
140; 6; 75 mm and 200; 6; 75 mm. Here x, y, and z are,
respectively, the propagation, sample width, and normal
loading directions. Unless otherwise noted, FS was applied
to one edge (the ‘‘trailing’’ edge) of the slider at a height
h  6 mm above the interface. The contact area was illuminated by a laser sheet, with an incident angle well
beyond the angle for total internal reflection from the
interface. The light intensity transmitted across the interface, which is proportional to Ax; y; t, was imaged at rates
up to 100 000 frames= sec . As the onset dynamics are
governed by 1D fronts [3], Ax; y; t is averaged in the y
direction, yielding Ax; t to 1280 pixel resolution. Ax
was uniform along the interface at the initiation of each
experiment. Details of the experimental system are described in [3,15].
A typical experiment is presented in Fig. 1. FS is slowly
increased until the system becomes unstable. Beyond this
peak stress, stick-slip-type sliding is initiated, which generates the large subsequent stress drops in Fig. 1(a). A
closer look at Fig. 1(a) reveals that, well before sliding, a
sequence of small drops in FS occurs, where the stress
released is an order of magnitude less than that released by
sliding. As shown in Fig. 1(b), these stress drops correspond to a series of discrete precursor events that are
initiated at the sample’s trailing edge (where FS is applied).
The precursors extend over well-defined lengths l that are
much smaller than the overall length L of the interface.
Defining ‘‘sliding’’ as motion along the entire interface and
‘‘slip’’ as differential motion along parts of the interface,
we note that the small stress drops correspond to 3–5 m
slips of the sample’s trailing edge (x  0), while the leading edge (at x  L) remains pinned.
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FIG. 1 (color online). The main event triggering sliding is
preceded by a sequence of frustrated cracklike precursors.
(a) FS , as a function of time, for a 200 mm long interface loaded
at FN  3:3 kN. (b) The contact area Ax; t as a function of time
and position for the experiment described in (a). Ax; t is
normalized with respect to its spatially uniform value Ax; t 
0 at the start of the experiment. The discrete events noticeable
in (a) are manifested as bright ridges in the figure. Each value of
Ax; t is smoothed over 10 mm.

The precursor events generate significant changes in the
contact area. The time derivative, jdA=dtj, of the data in
Fig. 1(b), presented in Fig. 2(a), demonstrates that the
largest changes in A (dark colors) occur during the short
(millisecond scale) propagation time of these precursor
events.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) demonstrate that l grows approximately linearly with FS until rapid growth occurs at l 
L=2 that culminates with sliding at l  L. Although the
l  FS curves have a qualitatively similar appearance, their
dependence on both L and FN is evident. Data collapse of
l  FS curves in the linear region is obtained when FN is
scaled by l=L. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2(d), where the
linear regions of 23 different experiments, performed with
different FN and L values, collapse onto a single curve.
This simple scaling of FS can be understood by considering how stress is transferred along the interface. FS is
applied at the sample’s trailing edge. Because the interface
is pinned, shear stress rapidly decays with the distance
from the loading point. As FS is increased, however, the
stress S builds up and can only be relieved by slip at the
interface. Slip redistributes the stress along the precursor
length, yielding a mean stress of S  FS =l. This scenario
suggests a ‘‘local’’ generalization of the AmontonsCoulomb law (S  S N ) where S  FS =l / FN =L 
N , which is indeed the scaling observed. Significantly,
this scaling is not consistent with a simple Griffith-type
criterion (i.e., S l1=2  const) for the onset of shear fracture [16].
These arguments predict that the above scaling should
be independent of the details of the loading, as long as FS is
applied at the trailing edge. To check this, we systematically varied h, the height at which FS is applied, above the
interface. We indeed find that the FS / FN l=L scaling is
unchanged [Fig. 2(e)] although both the initial precursor
lengths and successive increments of l do scale with h. This
suggests that, as long as the interface is pinned, the im-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Precursors are discrete cracklike events
that initiate at the sample’s trailing edge. (a) The temporal
derivative jdAx; t=dtj at each x location [for the experiment
shown in Fig. 1(b)], whose intensity is proportional to
jdAx; t=dtj. (b) l as a function of FS (a). Three precursor
events, I, II, and III, and the main sliding event, IV, are marked.
Measurement error is approximately the symbol size. (c) l vs FS
in four typical experiments. (d) Twenty-three experiments with
1200 < FN < 4000 N and L  0:14 and 0.2 m exhibit data
collapse when FN is scaled by (l=L). Arrows mark the transition
to sliding and the breakdown of scaling in 3 typical cases. When
sliding, l  L and the Coulomb-Amontons law is realized
(dashed line). (e) FN [scaled as in (c)] as a function of FS for
different values of the height h of the applied shear force above
the interface for L  0:14 m.

posed shear only effectively extends over a range h from
the point of application. Once the first precursor is excited,
it relieves this excess stress and hence arrests after traversing a distance l / h. This process repeats itself [leading to
the rough periodicity in Fig. 1(a)] with each successive
precursor triggered at a constant increment of FS . In this
picture, the transfer of stress (hence slip) across the interface is a ‘‘leapfrogging’’ process rather than a slow diffusive one.
The FN l=L scaling breaks down when l approaches L.
As evident in Fig. 2(d), the scaled l  FS curves diverge
from linearity at l=L  0:52  0:04 and signal the transition towards sliding [arrows in Fig. 2(d)]. As L was varied
while keeping the base and other slider dimensions fixed,
the transition to sliding at a constant l=L value indicates
that this threshold is not influenced by the location of the
boundaries normal to the sliding direction. The dashed line
in Fig. 2(d), whose slope is 1=s , is simply the AmontonsCoulomb law of friction that is obtained when sliding
occurs for l  L.
How does the transition to sliding occur? Until now we
have described the system’s evolution at time scales (seconds) that are characteristic of the overall loading rates.
Previous work [3] has shown that, at millisecond time
scales prior to the onset of sliding, three different types
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of detachment fronts play a role: sub-Rayleigh, intersonic
[5], and slow detachment fronts. Let us consider the precursors marked I, II, and III in Fig. 2 and the resulting
sliding, marked as IV. Figure 3 presents measurements of
Ax; t at 14  sec intervals that bracket each of these
events. All events are initiated at the trailing edge by
‘‘sub-Rayleigh’’ fronts, propagating at velocities of the
order of the Rayleigh wave speed (940 m= sec ), which
arrest abruptly at a distance l from the trailing edge. In
all of the precursors within the scaling regime (e.g., I and II
in Fig. 3) the entire event is characterized by the propagation and arrest of a single sub-Rayleigh front. In contrast,
the breakdown of scaling in the l vs FS curves is accompanied by a different scenario. Here, the transition region
to sliding (as highlighted in Fig. 3, event III) is accompanied by a slow (20–50 m= sec ) detachment front which is
triggered by the arrest of the sub-Rayleigh front. In the
transition region [denoted by the arrows in Fig. 2(d)] the
slow fronts do not traverse the entire interface, but arrest.
As in [3], sliding occurs when a slow front either continues
to the end of the sample or triggers an additional subRayleigh front that reaches the leading edge. Figure 3
(IV) is an example of the latter case. This slow front is
triggered at the same value of l as the preceding events
within the transition region.
Perhaps the most important consequence of the precursor dynamics is the evolution of the contact surface generated by these events. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(b), by the
time the system is ready to slide, the precursor sequence
has significantly altered the contact area profile Ax; t.
Hence, the main event propagates into a highly nonuniform
interface. In Fig. 4(a) we present a succession of typical
Ax; t profiles, starting from the first precursor to imme-

diately prior to sliding. Starting from a uniform profile at
FS  0, each precursor systematically increases the contact area in the regions adjacent to the leading and trailing
edges of the sample, while progressively decreasing Ax
within the interior regions. The length of the reduced
contact area region roughly follows the precursor length
l. Beyond slow changes precipitated by aging [1], no
significant changes to Ax occur between precursor
events. It is surprising that [see inset of Fig. 4(a)], upon
sliding, the spatial profile of Ax is not renewed, but is
virtually unchanged upon successive sliding-arrest sequences in the ensuing ‘‘slip-stick’’ motion. Ax only regains
uniformity if FN is fully reduced.
The large local changes in Ax are quantified in
Fig. 4(b), where we compare the peak-to-peak values of
Ax with its mean value as time evolves. While the overall
contact area is only decreased by about 10% by the precursor sequence, the peak-to-peak contact area values A
change drastically. By the onset of sliding, the interface
cannot be considered as at all flat, with A comparable to
the mean contact area.
The magnitude of the redistribution of A is surprising.
This is much larger than the roughly 10% overall changes
in A resulting from aging and renewal [11,17] of contacts
due to slip. In addition, models of friction [11,17] tacitly
assume that every slip event will renew A to a spatially
uniform initial level corresponding to a ‘‘fresh’’ interface.
Instead, we have shown that something entirely different
happens. First, after each successive precursor (slip event)
the surface area becomes systematically less uniform.
Thus, in the above sense, surface renewal does not occur
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FIG. 3 (color online). The transition to sliding is precipitated
by a slow detachment front. Plotted is the short-time temporal
evolution of Ax; t, normalized [as in Fig. 1(b)] by Ax at FS 
0, at intervals of 14 s for 4 different precursors. The four plots
correspond to the 6 msec bracketing the precursors marked I, II,
III and event IV in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4 (color online). The discrete precursor sequences significantly alter the contact area profile. (a) Ax; t profiles subsequent to every third precursor presented in Fig. 2(a).
(Inset) Three Ax; t profiles, one taken immediately prior to
sliding (dotted line) and two immediately following sliding in
consecutive stick-slip events of approximately 50 m, show that
Ax profiles are not modified during successive slip-stick events.
(b) A comparison between the (bold line) mean contact area
Amean and (thin line) the peak-to-peak amplitude, A 
Ax; tmax  Ax; tmin , characterizing the nonuniformity of
Ax. All Ax curves were smoothed over 10 mm.
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at all. Second, the cumulative effect of the precursors can
generate values of A that are an order of magnitude larger
than expected. Finally, sliding causes virtually negligible
changes in the surface contact profile, providing an explanation for the empirically well-known observation that the
first sliding event is qualitatively different than successive
stick-slip events. The above results suggest that nonuniformity of Ax is, in some sense, the preferred state of the
system during sliding. It is important to note that the
excitation of cracklike precursors to sliding which, upon
their passage, significantly modify the contact area, generally occurs and is not limited to the specific type of
loading presented here. Upon the application of uniform
shear (when the scaling in Fig. 2 does not occur) these
effects are still observed.
The scaling behavior of the precursors does result from
the type of loading applied. This is a classic loading
configuration, which is used in numerous studies of friction
[9,14,17]. Let us now consider the applicability of these
results to the dynamics of earthquakes. Whereas it is generally assumed that a geophysical fault is remotely loaded
by uniform shear, either nonuniformity surrounding a fault
or an obstacle near an earthquake hypocenter may effectively lead to a section of the fault that undergoes accentuated shear loading at one of its edges. Our results suggest
that in such cases we might expect a sequence of small
periodic earthquakes of slightly (h dependent) increasing
magnitude that initiate at approximately the same hypocenter. This scenario indeed occurs in the well-known
sequence of earthquakes near Parkfield, CA [18]. Small
tremors coincident with slow, aseismic transients, reminiscent of the precursors and slow fronts in our work, have
also recently been observed [19] in a region of transient
slip within the Nankai trough. In both of these examples
the loading is analogous to that in our experiments, as the
active regions of transient slip are sandwiched between
locked and steadily slipping zones [18,19].
Examination of the qualitative differences between precursors and sliding events may provide additional insights
in the context of earthquake dynamics. The transition from
arrested sub-Rayleigh precursors to sliding via the generation of slow fronts (Fig. 3) may, for example, imply that
large earthquakes qualitatively differ from small ones (precursors) [20]. Here, we associate large earthquakes with
sliding over a large (perhaps detached) segment of a fault
that is analogous to the system size in our experiments. The
same results may also be analogous to the dynamics of
earthquake nucleation [9], where precursors trigger a
slowly nucleating rupture (the slow front) whose propagation culminates in an earthquake (sliding in our system).
The ambiguity of these interpretations stems from the
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important (and still open) question of how to scale the
system size to scales that are applicable to fault dynamics.
We thank M. Robbins for sharing his many insights with
us. The authors acknowledge the support of the Israel
Science Foundation (FIRST Grant No. 1116/05).
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